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NEMO 

 Modeling framework for 

oceanographic research, 

operational oceanography, seasonal 

forecast and climate studies 

 

 240 projects in 27 countries 

 

 Fortran, 90,000 lines of code 

 



3 ways to Accelerate Applications 

Applications 

Libraries Directives 
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languages 
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Maximum 
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Flat profile 

sol_sor

tra_ldf_iso

tra_adv_tvd

ldf_slp

nonosc

tke_tke

dyn_zdf_imp



Directives 

 Directives is a good solution for flat profile codes 

 

 Memory transfers between host and device might limit the 

performance when individual subroutines are accelerated 

 

 We need to keep data on the accelerator between 

subroutines 

 

 OpenACC enables it 



OpenACC Directives 

 

 Simple compiler hints, 

similar to OpenMP 

 

 Compiler Parallelizes 

the code 

 

 Portable code 

Program myscience 

   ... serial code ... 

!$acc kernels 

   do k = 1,n1 

      do i = 1,n2 

          ... parallel code ... 

      enddo 

    enddo 

!$acc end kernels  

  ... 

End Program myscience 

CPU 
GPU 

OpenACC 

Compiler 

Hint 



Kernels directive 
<- Implicit present_or_copy clause 



Data directive 



Running on GPU – timeline in Vampir 



MPI communication 

Pack Send 

Pack D2H Send 

Sending data with arrays on CPU: 

Arrays on GPU: 

Receiving data: 

Receive H2D Unpack 

!$acc update host 

!$acc update device 



MPI communication - timeline 

Pack 



MPI communication - timeline 

Pack - D2H 



MPI communication - timeline 

Pack - D2H - MPI Send 



MPI communication - timeline 

Pack - D2H - MPI Send, MPI Receive 



MPI communication - timeline 

Pack - D2H - MPI Send, MPI Receive – H2D 



MPI communication - timeline 

Pack - D2H - MPI Send, MPI Receive – H2D - Unpack 



Reducing MPI communication overhead 

 According to initial tests MPI sync took significant amount of 

time 

 

 2 improvements: 

— Batch sequential independent array synchronization into a single 

MPI send/receive 

— Enable extra halo for the solver to reduce MPI sync 

 

 Beneficial both for GPU and CPU 



SOR solver – timeline 



Status of the code 

 Output is switched off 

— NEMO 3.5 will have IO functionality redesigned 

— We postponed adapting IO to GPU-located arrays 

— Correctness of the code is tracked by checking statistics of the 

solver at each time step 

 GYRE only 

 There is a small, acceptable difference in the results 

— IEEE 754-2008 doesn’t dictate correct rounding for SIN/COS/EXP 

— SIN/COS/EXP are implemented in a slightly different way in 

different architectures 



Build configuration 

 HDF5 1.8.9, NETCDF 4.1.3, NEMO 3.4, double precision 

 

 Intel Fortran compiler 13.0, Intel MPI 4.1, -fast –O3 

 

 PGI Fortran compiler 12.10, MVAPICH2 1.9a2, -fast -O3 -

Mipa=fast,inline -Mcray=pointer 

 

 The same as above plus -acc -ta=nvidia -Minfo=all -

Mneginfo=all 

 

 

 

 

 



Benchmarking - hardware 

 “Sandy Bridge + Kepler” nodes, each having: 

— CPU: 2 sockets * Xeon E5-2670 (Sandybridge), 2.6GHz (3.3GHz 

Turbo Boost), 8 cores, 64 GB RAM 

— GPU: 2x Tesla K20X, ECC off, 6GB RAM each 

— 4x FDR Infiniband (56 Gb/s) 

 Running configuration is GYRE_50 (1/4 degree), requires 

about 23GB of total RAM, fits 4 K20X 

 The code is running on 2 nodes 

 The performance is measured by running 1000 time steps, 

startup and shutdown overheads are not included in figures 

 



Benchmarking - results 
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GPU vs. CPU – 3.1x speedup 
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PGI, CPU
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Vampir - analysis 
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CUDA-aware MPI 

 CUDA-aware MPI will enable us passing device pointers to 

MPI calls thus leveraging GPU Direct 

 

 GPU Direct RDMA will enable us to get rid of D2H/H2D steps 

completely 

Pack D2H Send 

Pack Send 



Next steps 

 

 Implement writing output files functionality 

 

 Port ORCA2-LIM configuration to GPU 

 

 Build NEMO with other OpenACC compilers (CAPS and Cray) 

 

 Start using CUDA-aware MPI implementations 
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Thank you! 
Q & A 


